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Rip, Mix and. . . Licens e?
The Sixth Circuit's Take on the Digital Sampling Dilemma

Lau ra S lezinger, Staff Writer

the naked ear, the s ample is
unr ecognizable. NWA's song w as
Can you imagine life without
included in th e 1998 movie I Got the
legendary hip-hop albums such as the Hook Up, starring Master P and
Beastie Boys' Paul's Boutique or Public produced by his movie company, No
Enemy's It Takes a Nation of Millions to Limit Films. Appropriately enough, the
Hold Us Back? If the Sixth Circuit has
suit was not filed by the Funkadelic's
any say in it, future generations will
front man, George Clinton, who
not have the experience of an emerging supports sampling, but by his label,
artist conjuring their aesthetic
Bridgeport Music. Bridgeport won full
inspirations to create a pastiche that
ownership of Clinton's 70's catalog in a
is (arguably) all their own . . . unless
2001 lawsuit and has since sued
that artist has Dr. Dre to pay the
samplers for royalties more than 700
licensing fees.
times.
Last September, the Court of
Typically, there are two issues that
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
arise in a music copyright claim. First,
announced its ruling on Bridgeport
there's the copyright of the written
Music v. Dimension Films (383 F.3d
song. The writer or publisher typically
390), throwing out the de minimus
owns this copyright. Second, there is
and substantial similarity standards,
the copyright of the sound recording,
and mandating that if you want to
usually owned by the record company
sample you must get permission.
or recording artist. Both owners can
The action arose out of the NWA
sue you for copyright infringement
song "100 Miles and Runnin," which
separately.
samples a three-note guitar riff from
In 2003 's Newton v. Diamond,
"Get Off Your Ass and Jam" by 70's
the 9th Circuit decided a suit against
funk-master George Clinton and
the Beastie Boys for a sample used
Funkadelic. In the two-second sample, in their song "Pass the Mic." A threethe guitar pitch has been lowered, and note sample of the sound recording
the copied piece was looped and
of "Choir" by avant-garde jazz flutist
extended to 16 beats. The sample
James W. Newton was licensed by the
appears five times in the new song. To · Beastie Boys for use on their 1992
album Check Your Head. The sound
recording was owned by ECM Records,
obtained from Newton decades before
the suit. Newton tried to sue for their
WHAT'S INSIDE
use of the underlying composition, in
RELEASE AGREEMENTS .. . ............. 2 which he had retained his rights. The
· court found that the taking of a three
ROEV. WADE....... ........................... 3 note sequence from the composition
was de minimus and therefore not
SBA TSUNAMI RESOLUTION......... 3 actionable. The value of the sample lay
in the unique performance captured in
TEMPLATE OF SUCCESS.. ....... . ..... .4 the sound recording, which the Beastie
Boys had legitimately obtained a license
SETTLING DOWN .... ..... ............ ... . ... 4 for.
While in most Copyright actions,
GORDON WOOD............................ 6 the issue is whether the infringing work
is substantially similar to the original
CHILD ADVOCACY .... .. . ...... .......... ..6 work, the scope of inquiry is much
narrower when the work in question
CAREERS IN THE LAW ....... ...... .. ... 7 is a sound recording. The only issue
is whether the actual sound recording
DEATH PENALTY.............................9
has been used without authorization.
While the trial court in Bridgeport found
A RED COURT?......... . ...... ....... ...... 10
that the de minimus standard defeated
ATLA ....... .. ...... ... .... ........ . 11 liability in this case, on appeal it was
held that no substantial similarity or de
CROSSWORD /PUZZLE................ 12 minimus inquiry should be undertaken
at all when the defendant has not
disputed that it digitally sampled a

copyright ed sound r ecording.
The court looked to § 106 and
§ 114 of Title 1 7, The Copyright Act of
1976. S ection 106 gives the owner of
copyright the exclusive right to prepare
derivative works of the copyrighted
work. Section 114 specifies that it is
the exclusive right of the copyright
owner in a sound recording to prepare
a derivative work in which the actual
sounds fixed in the sound recording
are rearranged, remixed, or otherwise
altered in sequence or quality. The
court construes this as essentially the
exclusive right to sample one's own
copyrighted recording, regardless of
how much is used or whether the
average listener would recognize the
sample.
The affirmative defense of fair
use is not even mentioned in this case.
Fair use permits a person to reproduce
a copyrighted work for purposes such
as criticism, comment, news reporting,
scholarship or research. If you claim
fair use, a court will consider several
factors. These include the purpose
and character of the use (e.g. whether
the u se is of a commercial nature),
the nature of the copyrighted work,
the amount sampled and the effect of
the use on the potential market for or
value of the original work.
It was once thought that
anything commercial wouldn't be
protected by fair use. This was
disproved over -a decade ago in a
case involving 2 Live Crew's raunchy
version of Roy Orbison's "Oh Pretty
Woman." The Supreme Court there
held that a parody, because its very
nature is comment and criticism,
might be fair use.
The purpose and character
of use factor looks at how much
transformation the original has
undergone, requiring that it does not
merely supplant the original work.
Presumably this was not
argued in Bridgeport because the
manifestation of the sample in the new
work was not perceived as comment
or criticism, though it certainly was
transformed beyond aural recognition.
This interpretation is arguable.
Recontextualizing a guitar riff from a
70's Funk music icon in a late 90's
rap song may provide a plethora of

Please see Rip at page 7
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READ IT FIRST: RELEASE OF LIABILITY
AGREEMENTS IN SPORTS ARE GENERALLY
UPHELD

Jim Fessenden, Staff Writer

Although I thought my Winter
break would be an escape from the
legal world, I was wrong. I was in
the Mammoth Mountain Ski Rental
department, waiting as my friend tried
on his boots, and selected his skis
at the rental department. Then came
the part where he signed the Release
of Liability agreement. "Look at this,"
he said. I glanced at the Release
of liability Agreement that would
release Mammoth from any liability
for injuries caused to my friend by its
negligence. "It's not like these things
matter - you can easily get out of
them, can't you?"
Could I? Easily? In two
words, probably not. Although the
conventional wisdom of the confident
law student may dictate that release
of liability agreements in sports 'a re
meaningless pieces of paper, courts
have been increasingly willing to
uphold the agreements . And attorneys
for places like the Mammoth Mountain
Ski Resort are becoming increasingly
good at crafting airtight agreements
that fit all of the Courts' prerequisites.
These release agreements are common
wherever organized sports are. These
include ski resorts , city-owned skate
parks, adult intramural leagues, little
leagues, YMCA leagues, racetracks,
and last but certainly not least, our
own USD Intramural program.
The mo:st important fact to
remember when analyzing a release
agreement is that they are treated like
any other contract. That means all
the contractual defenses apply - and
that unless a valid defense applies, the
contract is enforced.
Thus, under contract principles,
a release must be clear, unambiguous,
and explicit in expressing the parties'
intent. (Bennet v. United States Cycling
Federation (1987) 193 Cal.App.3d
1485, 1490). If these requirements
are met, and so "long as the express
agreement to assume the risk does not
violate public policy, it will be upheld
and will constitute a complete bar to
a negligence cause of action." (Allan
v. Snow Summit (1996) 51 Cal.App.41h
1358, 1372). Allan explains the
ground rules for release of liability
agreements. There, the plaintiff, a
beginner skier, was injured when his
instructor took him on a slope that
was allegedly too difficult for him.
(The Court made it a point to note
that "[e]vidently, Allan's girlfriend,
also a beginner skier, did not have
the same difficulties as Allan." (Id.
at 1371, fn. 3)). Allan had signed an
agreement releasing Snow Summit for
its negligence and the negligence of
its employees. The Court held that the
Release of Liability was plain and clear
and thus presumptively valid.
Allan then attacked the Release
on public policy grounds, arguing that
a release of all liability for negligence

violated public policy. The Court
sternly rejected Allan's contentions,
citing numerous cases holding that
"exculpatory agreements in the
recreational sports context do not
implicate the public interest."
Allan then attacked the Release
as a contract of adhesion. Contracts
of adhesion may be voidable where
they do not reflect the reasonable
expectations of the signatories. Here,
the Court held the Release plainly
exempted Snow Summit from causes
of action for negligence.. The Court
held that whatever Allan's subjective
expectations may have been, his
reasonable expectations could not have
been anything other than releasing
Snow Summit from liability for injuries
caused by Snow Summit's negligence.
Allan even argued that the
Release was unconscionable, but,
unlike most first-year students in their
contracts final, failed to address the
procedural aspect of unconscionability.
The court held that even if the Release
was procedurally unconscionable,
the Release was not substantively
unconscionable since, as a matter of
law, there is nothing unconscionable
about agreeing to hold harmless
another party for injuries caused by
their negligence. Again, contracts
allocating risk to one person do n ot
render a contract, here a Release,
unconscionable .
Even where a release agreement
purports to release the facility from all
injuries sustained on the premise, no
matter the cause, Courts have held
that the release says what it means
and will be enforced accordingly. In
Benedek v. PLC Santa Monica, LLC,
((2002) 104 Cal.App.4th 1351) the
Court upheld just such a release. The
Agreement in question specifically
released a health club from all injuries
sustained by a member, "whether
using the exercise or equipment or
not." The member was injured when
he adjusted a television suspended
from the ceiling so that it would face
him while he was using an elliptical
machine. The television loosened,
slid off the rack and hit the plaintiff,
injuring his knee. Again, the Court
held that the Release meant what
it said - nothing less. The Release
exculpated the health club for any
injury while on the premises, health
related or not. The Court accordingly
affirmed the trial court's summary
judgment in favor of the health club.
Of course, there are plenty of
cases that do successfully undermine
a release. In Leon v. Family Fitness
Center(l998) 61Cal.App.4th1227,
the Court held a release did not
clearly excuse the defendant from
its negligence, not because of the
language of the Release but because

Please see Sports at page 5
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Roe v. Wade in its Fourth Decade

Thirty-two years after the
landmark decision holding that the
right of privacy extended to a woman's
decision to have an abortion, the
issue remains hotly debated. A second
term for President George Bush and
the prospective retirement of several
Supreme Court Justices i~sure that
abortion rights remain a high priority
issue for civil libertarians and pro-life
and pro-choice groups.
On the anniversary of Roe v.
Wade in January, President Bush told
a pro-choice rally in front of the U.S.
Supreme Court, "the America of our
dreams, where every child is welcomed
in life and protected in law, may still
be some ways away. But even from the
far side of the river . .. we can see its
glimmerings." S enator Sam Brownback
(R-KS) painted the contours of the
debate more starkly: ''I can stand here
today and say that the end of abortion
on demand has started."
The Supreme Court has decided
over 20 cases dealing with access to
abortion since Roe. The Court has
continued to struggle with a balance
between states' interests in protecting
health and life against the privacy and
liberty interests of women. Post-Roe
cases show that the Court's support
for Roe has been tenuous. In Planned
Parenthood v. Casey (1992), the Court
split 5-4, upholding the core principle
of Roe but at the same time replacing
its trimester framework and strict

scrutiny standard with an "undue
burden" standard. Recognizing a state's
interest in protecting the health of
the mother and the life of the fetus,
the Court stated that any legislative
restriction must not unduly burden the
woman's fundamental right to choose.
In Stenberg v. Carhart (2000), the Court
applied the Casey standard and found,
again in a 5-4 decision, that Nebraska's
ban on partial birth abortion imposed
an "undue burden" on women's right to
decide;
States continue to legislate
abortion, compelling courts to
decide what measures constitute
undue burdens. Between 1994 and
2005, states enacted 410 restrictive
measures, including outright bans,
consent and counseling requirements,
waiting periods, public funding
restrictions, and viability tests.
Recently, in November 2004, the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
overturned a New Hampshire law
restricting teenagers' access to abortion
because it failed to protect young
women's health. The Court noted that
the Act forces physicians to "gamble ·
with their patients' lives... or to risk
criminal and civil liability."
State restrictions on abortion are
not the only issue likely to be brought
before the Court in the near future.
Last year, three Federal District Courts
in separate cases struck down the
federal "Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act
of 2003" because it 9.id not inclu~e an
exception for the health of the mother.

This Act was supported by President
Bush, and the federal government is
appealing.
On abortion rights, the Court
divides neatly into three groups. The
Chief Justice, the only sitting Justice
to have served on the Roe Court, has
argued consistently that Roe was
wrongly decided. Justices Thomas and
Scalia have written that Constitutional
liberties do not encompass a woman's
right to have an abortion. On the
other side are Justices Ginsburg,
Stevens, and Breyer , who always have
supported the right to choose. The
remaining Justices, O'Connor, Souter
and Kennedy, wrote the controlling
opinion in Casey, but have differed on
other cases dealing with abortion and
family planning. They are the "sWing
voters" on the Court.
Herein lies the political
volatility of the issue. Since President
Bush's first presidential campaign,
pundits have suggested that this
administration might appoint up to
four new Justices as current members
leave the Court. Current speculation
of imminent retirement centers on
anti-Roe Justice Rehnquist, pro-Roe
Stevens, and mixed-Roe O'Connor.
Any retirements from and subsequent
nominations to the Court will
assuredly be viewed through a Roe
"lense," because the future of Roe and
abortion rights for women rests on the
constellation of the Court.

Student Bar Association
University of San Diego School of Law
Resolution A

Tsunami Disaster Relief
WHEREAS the recent Tsunami disaster affecting many, many thousands of lives of our friends
and fellow citizens of the world in South and Sou th East Asia and other parts of the world has had a
devastating impact.
WHEREAS we are in a position of ethical responsibility and financial ability to assist aid
organizations in providing long-term help to those in need.
BE IT RESOLVED that the Student Bar Association (SBA) of the University of San Diego
School of Law calls upon all members to contribute personally to the help of those in need from this
devastating disaster.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the SBA will match funds received by the South Asian Law
Students' Association in support of the Tsunami relief effort up to the amount of $250.00 from the
discretionary fund.

Sponsored by the South Asian Law Students' Association and SBA Councilor Aaruni Thacker.
This Resolution was passed by the required 2/3 vote ofthe SBA Council on Feb. 7th, 2005.
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Aaruni Thakkur, Staff Writer
Gerald L. McMahon is Chairman
of the law firm Seltzer, Caplan,
McMahon & Vitek. Mr. McMahon has
been practicing law in San Diego for
40 years, and his firm has represented
clients in sales valued at $345 million.
While at USD, Mr. McMahon was a
member of the Phi Alpha Delta legal
fraternity, as well as Notes Editor
of the Law Review. Mr. McMahon
graduated from USD in 1964. Since
then, he has served as a lecturer at
Cal Western, been designated as a
Distinguished Alumnus of USD (1976
and 1980), and received the prestigious
Daniel T. Broderick, III Memorial
Award. Mr. McMahon has also been
included in the 1988-2003 Editions of
"Best Lawyers in America," Business
Litigation and Family Law categories.
He sat down recently to discuss his
career with Motions.

Motions: You were working at General

Dynamics after undergrad, and doing
well. What made you want to come to
law school?

Actually, before I went to work at
General Dynamics, I owed the Navy an
obligation because they had sent me
to USC on a Navy/ROTC scholarship.
When I graduated from college, I was
commissioned as an ensign in the
Navy and elected to go to flight training
in Pensacola, Florida and Kingsville,
Texas. I got my wings, and I was
assigned to a carrier-based squadron
out of San Diego. I served my time
in the Navy, and then started with
General Dynamics in order to be able
to feed my growing family. I entered
USD at night in 1960. I graduated in
1964.

Motions: Was there anything specific

about being an attorney or something in

MOTIONS
your experiences that made you want to
attend law school?

It was more a process of elimination. I
found that working for a large defense
contractor was interesting, but looking
ahead to what folks there might
be doing 20 years hence, I thought
becoming an attorney would be more
challenging and rewarding.

Motions: I also started at USD in the

evening, and was working full-time
during the day. I found myselfto be
somewhat disconnected from the law
school's daily rhythm. However, even
a quick look at your CV shows that you
thrived; by the time you graduated,
you had the highest average GPA and
had been the Notes Editor for the Law
Review. What did you think of law
school and what was USD like in the
early '60s?

There was never enough time to study
as much as any of us would have liked
and yet a lot of people were doing it.
I had in my class people who were
working full-time jobs as I was. We
had a physician in my class, and we
had a number of engineers. In those
days, the admissions requirements
frankly were not nearly as high as
they are now. So a lot of people would
apply, and a lot of people would get
accepted, and a lot of people would
wash out in the first year. Happily and
luckily, my wife was very supportive of
me; when I started law school we had
three children, and when I finished,
we had four children. She was very
supportive, and as I look back, that
was not always the case with others.
But there were a lot of determined
folks who just knuckled down and got
it done. Probably one of the things
that spurred me on, besides the total
support of my wife, is that when I
started the evening program at USD,
two people I had known very well, one

February 2005
in high school and one in college, were
starting their clerkships at the US
Supreme Court. Both did exceedingly
well at exceedingly good schools and
earned the very prestigious clerkships.
I was starting night law school at
USD and thought to myself that I
had a ways to go. So I thought I
should work with the other students
at USD to help beef up the school's
reputation. We therefore started the
Law Review. There was total support,
BUT I think some skepticism, from the
administration, and we "cranked out"
Volume 1.

Motions: Well congratulations and
thank you. I think I know some people

that are very appreciative. What was
your first legaljob?

After graduating and taking the bar
and continuing to work at General
Dynamics, it certainly felt after the bar
that I had a great deal of time on my
hands. I was only working! So I was
introduced to the predecessor of this
firm, and because I was accustomed
to working during the day and going to
school at night, and because I didn't
have to go to school while I waited for
my bar results, I began clerking at the
predecessor of this firm. When I got
the bar results, I joined this firm. The
most significant thing that I recall is
that the legal profession in those days
did not reward beginning lawyers as
well as today. So I took a giant pay
cut to become a lawyer. But again,
with the support of my wife, it didn't
last too long.

Motions: You're lucky that you've

only had to work at one firm. Can you
describe the path one would generally
take from starting out as an associate,
to becoming Chairman ofthe Board?

Please see Torrero at page 8

Settling Down for an Episode of The Real OC with My Supersize Fries
Colin Morris, Staff Writer
Need to draw awareness to a
nationwide health epidemic like high
cholesterol? Simply sue the maker
of Oreos or a fast-food chain, say
McDonald's, and get them to bankroll
your awareness campaign. Too busy
building your private fortune and
sculpting a political career to teach
your son not to gang-rape unconscious
teenage acquaintances? Just hire a
team of skilled defense attorneys to
explain to a jury how some girls just
wanna do catatonic porn.
Two legal stories have been in
the headlines recently and though they
have virtually no similarities with each
other, in an effort to hone my abstract
reasoning skills, I set out to snag a
common thread.
First a little background on the
McDonald's case. Would you believe
that the delectable grub served up
at burger joints like Micky D's and

Burger King is given its particular
taste and texture by being cooked in
oil high in trans-fatty acid? What's
more, did you know such stuff is bad
for you? Turns out it really is. Trans
fatty acid is created through a process
of hydrogenation and is deemed to
be the most dangerous type of fat,
according to some; as unhealthy as
pure cholesterol.
Unfortunately, the majority of
the burger n' fries eating populace
is completely unaware of this health
danger. For years unsuspecting
McDonald's patrons have been
devouring cheese-laden Quarter
Pounders and crispy french fries
drenched in ketchup while completely
in the dark as to the adverse health
effects of such a diet. Over time
their collective cholesterol level has
ballooned exponentially - and it's all
McDonald's' fault!!
The fast food chain announced
in September of 2002 that it would
work to implement non-hydrogenated

cooking oils over the next few months.
But its failure to risk removing the
taste from its world famous food after
five month's time was a sign of heeldragging to Stephen Joseph. So the
attorney and consumer health activist
filed a lawsuit alleging McDonald's'
customers were not given effective
notice that its cooking oil still isn't all
that healthy. (Silly me, I though the
consumer expectations test was still a
viable doctrine.)
But everything's okay now.
Last Friday the parties reached an
agreement whereby McDonald's will
pledge $7 million to the American
Heart Association and spend up to
$1. 5 million to fund its trans fat
initiative.
Meanwhile in the OC, last week
marked the beginning of Haidl II - the
retrial of three Rancho Cucamonga

Please see Fries at page 7
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Sports, Continud from Page 2

bleachers.
Once a plaintiff successfully
the releasing language was buried
defeats or negates the power of a
in a lengthy membership contract.
release in the sports setting, the Court
The releasing language lacked any
will generally analyze the case under
heading indicating that signatories to
the framework of Knight v Jewett (1992)
the contract were releasing the club of 3 Cal.4th 296. There the California
all negligence. The Court noted, "[n]o
Supreme Court outlined the differences
physical characteristic distinguishes
between primary assumption of the
the exculpatory clause from the
risk and secondary assumption of the
remainder of the document." (Id. at
risk (Neither exists where there is an
926).
express assumption of the risk, as in
A more interesting attack on a
the case where the plaintiff signs a
release was used in Sweat v. Big Time
valid and enforceable release of liability
Auto Racing (2004) 117 Cal.App.4th
agreement). Primary assumption of the
1301. There, a racetrack patron signed risk exists where the defendant has
a release so that he could watch the
no legal duty to protect the plaintiff
race from the pit .a rea. In addition
from a particular risk of harm. Primary
to signing the release agreement,
assumption of the risk is a complete
admission to the pit required a
bar to a negligence suit; that is, the
separate admission fee. After the
defendant cannot be held liable for
race ended, however, the pit area
negligence where the plaintiff accepts
was opened to everyone, and no one
the primary assumption of the risk.
was required to sign the Release or
This is particularly common in sports
pay the additional admission fee. The
settings (In Knight, the plaintiff was
Release the plaintiff signed purported
injured in a game of touch football. The
to release the track from any injury
Court held that the plaintiff accepted
while he was in was in the pit area
primary assumption of the risk and
and/or observing the event. He was
was barred from recovering since the
injured when the bleachers on which
defendant did not do anything other
he sat collapsed. The Agreement
than play the game with the vigor that
appeared well constructed and fully
is to be expected in a game of touch
on point, but the plaintiff prevailed.
football.). Secondary assumption of the
The Court reasoned that because
risk exists where a plaintiff proceeds to
the track admitted fans to the pit
encounter a known risk created by the
area after the race, the purpose of
defendant's breach of his duty of care
the Release was only to exculpate
owed to her. This generally happens
the track from liability for negligently
where a defendant increases the risks
caused injuries resulting from the
inherent in a sport. J he trier of f5ct
race, not from injuries unconnected to may then consider the relative fa~lt
the race. And of course, a release will
of each party pursuant to California's
only be enforced to the point it reflects comparative negligence scheme.
the intent of the parties. Accordingly,
In any.case, think twice before
the Court found that irrespective of
you sign a release of liability agreement,
the language of the Release, it was
and do not assume, as did ·m y friend,
intended to release the track from
that they are unenforceable. Rather, in
liability for injuries caused by the
most cases, a release will mean what it
race, not from poorly constructed
says ... unless of course, it doesn't.
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Counselorl Kindly
refer to It as "murde~"
1
n~at ~thinning out the herd.'

ADVERTISE IN MOTIONS!

We print 2000+ copies and
distribute them on campus,
courthouses, other law schools
and legal locations througout
San Diego.

Pricing per issue:
Full page (1l"xl7")= $500
3/4 page= $375
1/2 page= $250
1/4 page= $125
1/8 page= $62.50
Frequency discounts:
2 insertions=$ I 0°/o
3 insertions= $15°/o
4 or more= $20°/o
Prepayment discounts:
3o/o is available to those who pay
in full ~efore ad is run.
Terms:
Payment is due within 30 days
after the date of publication.
We accept ads at any time and
do our best to print them in the
next issue.

BE A POWERFUL
VOICE FORA
CHILD

San Diego's abused and
neglected children need
you. Volunteer to serve
as a Court Appointed
Special Monitor. All
training provided. These
volunteers lend support
to the children, research
a case, interview parties
involved, and make
recommendations to
the court. Educational
Surrogates and
Advocates are also
needed. Our next
information sessions
are Wednesday, March
9 and April 13. Call
Voices for Children at
(858) 569-2019 or visit
www.voices4children.com
for more information.
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American Constitutionalism
Troy Pickard, Staff Writer

a new constitution, they assume it's
going to be a written one. Writing out
On February 2nct, famed
a Constitution isn't anything new, even
though ours was, in some sense, a
Constitutional historian and Pulitzer
Prize winning-author Gordon Wood
first."
delivered the University of San Diego
Wood emphasized early on
School of Law's 21st annual Nathaniel
that the formation of the American
L. Nathanson Memorial Lecture,
government had been a profound
entitled "The Origins of American
influence on the constitutions of many
Constitutionalism."
nations around the world in the last
Having just flown in from
200 years.
Providence, Rhode Island, where he 'd
"Now, lots of countries
been through back-to-back blizzards,
have independent judiciaries and
several feet of snow, and temperatures presidents who are not members of
well below the freezing point, famed
their legislatures," Wood said. "There
Constitutional scholar Gordon Wood
was a time when judicial review was
was delighted to be in San Diego's
peculiarly American, but not anymore.
comparatively balmy weather. And,
Many states in the world now have
it was easy to tell that he was an
judiciaries like ours. Federalism is so
east-coaster, and not too interested
common throughout the world today,
that America's example is scarcely
in Hollywood when he referred to
California's governor pro-tempore as
illuminating anymore. It may in fact
"Alfred Schwarzenegger."
be the most centralized of today's
I'll admit it; despite being a
federalized states. .. "
student of history and of constitutional
But, he said, the average
law, the only time I could ever recall
American knows almost nothing
hearing Gordon Wood's name was
about their country's influence on the
structure of other states' governments.
when I saw the film "Good Will
Hunting," in which he is mentioned in
"To. better understand
some witty dialogue by Matt Damon's
America's habitual ignorance of other
title character. Clearly, I need to spend constitutions in the world, it would
less time pouring over The Onion,
be helpful to examine the origins of
and more time in some undergrad
America's constitutionalism," said
American history classes.
Wood. "Unlike many of the European
Wood was given a witty
countries, which existed as nations
introduction by USD School of
before they were states, America
Law Dean Daniel Rodriguez, and
existed as a state before it was a
commenced by giving his audience a
nation. We never have been a nation.
frame of reference with which to view
The new United States was imagined
the American constitution.
as something resembling England.
"Since we have the oldest written Americans thought that the English
Constitution in the world, there doesn't torch of liberty had been passed to
seem to be much in peculiar about it,"
them."
said Wood.
Wood emphasized that there
"When people talk about a
were significant differences between the
country like Afghanistan or Iraq getting American and English notions of what

a constitution was.
"Traditionally, in English
culture, a constitution referred to
both the way a government was put
together, or constituted, and to the
fundamental rights the government
was supposed to protect," said Wood.
But, when the Americans formulated
their own constitution, its physicality
was novel.
"[The Americans] could open
it up, look at it, article by article,"
said Wood. But this new constitution
wasn't without difficulties. "Everyone
believed that the constitutions were
special kinds of law, but no one really
knew how to make them special kinds
of law. Imagine how they were trying
to stumble and fumble with this
problem."
Wood explained that the early
Americans felt so mistreated by
the British government that their
new political system was based on
suspicion of power.

Please See Wood at Page 11

Attention 2nd Year Day and 3rd Year Evening Students
The·Joel and Denise Golden Merit Award in Child Advocacy
Commencing in Spring 2005, the Joel and Denise
Golden Merit Award in Child Advocacy is presented annually
to University of San Diego School of Law students who have
used their legal skills to impact the lives of children in foster
care. This award seeks to encourage students to work on
behalf of foster children, thus enabling the foster children of
San Diego
to benefit from the innovative efforts of young legal advocates.
This award was created by a former USD law student
who specialized in child advocacy and benefited from the
opportunities offered by the Children's Advocacy Institute
(CAI). The award is named in honor of the student's parents: Joel, a gifted and generous attorney
who works to vindicate civil rights, and Denise, a tireless child advocate and exceptional adolescent
therapist. Most importantly, both are role models of unconditional love and support, which every child
deserves.
Interested applicants must submit a one-page essay detailing how they have used their
developing legal skills on behalf of children in foster care. Applicants may discuss one specific
experience, or may discuss their work more generally. Applications are due at the Children's Advocacy
Institute on or by April 15, 2005, and recipients will be contacted on or by May 6, 2005. Any secondyear day student or third-year evening student may apply. Please include all contact information when
applying. The award(s) will be between $250 and $500.
If you have questions, please contact CAI Administrative Director Elisa Weichel at (619) 260-4600
or eweiche1 sandie o.edu.
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Torrero, Continud from Page 4

in a judgment that he would hold the
wife harmless from a $1,700 debt. He
didn't. When she found·out that she
We are a professional corporation, not
a partnership, so we have a CEO and a had to pay the debt and did, the wife
Chairman of the Board. When I joined, was sent to me to collect the money
from the husband. I was in my first
the predecessor of this firm was much
year as an attorney. At that time, the
smaller. Since I knew I wanted to do
Presiding Department handled all the
litigation work, I was handed almost
anything that was going to go to court. writs. I asked the presiding Judge to
To put it another way, a number of the issue a writ based on the paperwork I
had .submitted so that I could execute
cases I got, particularly in the early
on the husband's assets. It was
years, tended to flow downhill until
a fairly simple case, but the judge
they could flow no further, and came
told me that he couldn't give me a
to me. So I had some fairly hilarious
writ because I had to file a separate
experiences with those cases.
declaratory relief case in the Superior
Court. With all of my three months'
Motions: But how did taking cases
experience, I tried to argue with the
that no one else wanted lead to
becoming Chairman ofthe Board? How judge, but he was adamant. So I did
as the Presiding Judge said, and the
does that happen?
new declaratory relief case came on
You keep plugging at it! As the firm
for
trial. My client and I showed up
grows, you bring on very talented
in the courtroom of a Judge who was
people. The single largest group of
oft-challenged because he liked to try
lawyers in our firm is from USD, but
the cases himself taking one side or
a number of other fine schools are
the other. It was a bench trial, and
represented by more than one lawyer

February 2005
Judge ruled in our favor.
Motions: Are you trying to tell me that
the size ofthe case doesn't matter?
The amount matters in terms of
preparation, but yes, the principles
are the same whether it's $1,700 or
$17million, or more.
Motions: In a word, what's the most
important thing a lawyer should have if
he or she wants to be a successful trial
lawyer?
Integrity.
Motions: Because the jury can sense
it?
Absolutely. The collective intelligence
of a jury, and the individual
intelligence of the judge, can never be
underestimated.
Motions: Thank you very much for
your time, Mr. McMahon. Whom should
I interview next?
Monty Mcintyre.

"As Judge William Enright is fond of saying, you deal with the hand you're dealt.
All ofthis is a long way of saying that if one continues to learn from each case
and each experience, and if one likes to learn, I can't think of any profession that
is more fulfilling and rewarding."
here. We have 58 attorneys now, and
they come from all over the country
and they are all very good people.
I've been doing this for 40 years,
and we've strived to create a collegial
atmosphere. That makes it fun. But
probably the thing that has marked
my practice has been a lot of luck,
. in the sense that I've gotten cases
in disparate fields that have given
me a lot of on-the-job training. It is
true that law is a seamless web. For
example, you get a family law case
that involves issues of partnership,
corporations, and tax, and one needs
to deal with those areas. Your clients
are under a lot of stress, and as I grew,
I learned how to deal with people who
are under stress. You also have to
learn how to deliver bad news, but
also not have the client lose confidence
because not every case that comes
in is a gold-plated winner. As Judge
William Enright is fond of saying, you
deal with the hand you're dealt. All
of this is a long way of saying that if
one continues to learn from each case
and each experience, and if one likes
to learn, I can't think of any profession
that is more fulfilling and rewarding.

the opposing party was represented
by a very experienced lawyer. The
wife had her rooting section, and the
husband his. As &0on as I had finished
explaining the case, the husband's
lawyer stood up and moved to dismiss
the case arguing it was not within the
jurisdiction of the Superior Court. The
judge said he would grant the motion
to dismiss. For three hours, I argued
with the judge, telling him how we
had gotten there and how there was
authority for doing what we were doing.
The judge dismissed the case three
times, but I kept calling him back.
By this time, my client was crestfallen and her rooting section was in
tatters. The husband's rooting section
was acting like they'd won the Super
Bowl. I wasn't feeling so great. I asked
the Judge if I could come back in the
afternoon to argue further, because we
still hadn't gotten to the merits of the
case. The Judge agreed. I headed over
to the law library with my client, trying
to explain to her that the Judge was
wrong. She didn't seem convinced.
My then and present partner Bob
Caplan telephoned me in the law
library to inform me that the Judge had
called the firm during the noon hour to
Motions: You've mentioned that not
say that he had done his own research
every case is golden. But some ofthe
and would be ruling in my favor
money figures involved in the cases
because he had found that the Court
your firm represents are gargantuan.
had jurisdiction. My client was happy,
Can you describe the feelings you had
but her rooting section did not reworking on your first multi-million dollar appear. The Judge ruled in our favor,
case?
and then said Sua Sponte, he was
Let me answer that by telling you
granting judgment on the pleadings
about my first $1,700 case. That was
for our side. Now the other attorney
one of the cases that flowed downhill.
spends the rest of the afternoon trying
It was my first Superior Court case.
to avoid this judgment. We came back
A husband promised in a marital
the next day to try the case on the
settlement agreement incorporated
merits, which took 45 minutes, and the
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A Contemporary View on Punishment in America:
The Donald J. Beardslee Execution

Tommy Feiter, Staff Writer

Dieter, Executive Director of the Death
Penalty Information Center, testified
before the New York State Assembly on
costs of the death penalty and related
issues. In his testimony, he stated
the death penalty costs California $90
million dollars annually beyond the
ordinary costs of the justice system.
Considering that California averages
much less than one execution per year,
the cost per execution is shocking.
Furthermore, many of the richest, most
educated and developed nations of the
world have already outlawed the death
penalty- countries including Germany,
France, the United Kingdom, Italy, Spain,

On January 15th, 2005, the
state of California executed 61year old Donald Jay Beardslee by
lethal injection at San Quentin State
Prison. Under our criminal laws,
he was convicted and sentenced to
death for the 1981 killings of two
young women while on parole for an
earlier conviction. In California, he
was the 1st person executed in 2005
and the 11 th since 1976.
Punishment, while a subject
of continuing controversy in
jurisprudence and contemporary
Criminal Law, remains an essential
element of our modern criminal
justice system. Along with crime
deterrence, the removal of dangerous
people from the community, and
rehabilitation, most people recognize
that punishment serves a major
purpose of Criminal Law and order
in our society.
Imprisonment, the deprivation
of liberties, the social stigma of
having been in prison - all means
of punishment that do not invoke
a whole lot of controversy. Enter
the ultimate punishment (a.k.a. the
death penalty). That is a completely
different story. Do we all still agree
that this is an appropriate form
of punishment in contemporary
America? Does it effectively and
economically deter crime?
Here are a few things
to consider before making a
preliminary decision on the matter.
On January 25th, 2005, Richard

the positive consequences that the
punishment is expected to produce in
the future (i.e., deterrence) .
Now that these two perspectives
have been briefly presented, which do
you think more accurately addresses a
proper rationale for the death penalty?
While both retribitivists and
utilitarians may be subjectively
well-intentioned, I hardly think any
person in a lucid state of mind could
contemplate the death penalty without
a certain degree of ambivalence. Crime
that warrants the ultimate punishment
(the death penalty) is particularly
heinous. In such instances, family

"Punishment, while a s ubject of continuing
controversy in jurisprudence and contemporary
Cri'!Linal Law, remains an es sential element of our
modem criminal jus tice system. '~
Australia, Sweden, and many others
(Source: www.infoplease.com) .
Kadish and Schulhofer define
punishment as "the social practice
of intentionally inflicting suffering on
certain individuals." There are of course
varying perspectives on the justification
for modern criminal punishment; most
notably the retributive and utilitarian
arguments. Retributivists basically
believe that punishment is justified
b ecause people deserve it. They
subscribe to the old, backward-looking
lex taliones (an eye for an eye) theory.
Utilitarians, on the other hand, are
more forward-looking. Their rationale
for punishment involves looking to

Stu's Vfiews

!Kenny-The,..

and friends of victims believe that the
ultimate punishment is not an option
- the criminal justice system concurs.
But why?
Neutral third parties may not
always agree. If you did not know
either of Donald Beardslee's victims,
you might be more inclined to take
the utilitarian perspective. But my
conjecture is that if you did know one
or both of his victims, you would most
likely go with the retributivist side.
Donald Beardslee was 37 years
old at the time he murdered 23-year
old Patty Geddling and 19-year old
Stacy Benjamin. The manner in
which he killed these young women
was particularly heinous (he shot
Patty Geddling twice in the face with
a shotgun and slit Stacy Benjamin's
throat two times while she was bound
at the wrists and ankles). See 53 Cal.
3d 68.
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The pain and suffering of the
family of any murder victim must
be beyond description. Although we
cannot change the atrocities of the
past, we as a people seek to prevent
them from happening in the future.
Thus, from a pragmatic standpoint, are
the advantages of executing a murderer
heavy enough to justify it? Again, does
this form of punishment effectively
deter? Does it serve any greater
puq)ose than the mere appeasement
of the minds of those who have been
affected by the crime? I leave those
questions for you to reflect upon and to
answer for yourself.
There are many publications that
have been written on the topic of the
death penalty. A very wise person gave
me a book by Robert Johnson entitled
Death Work: A Study of the Modern
Execution Process. This book provided
me with significant insight into the
execution process, the psychological
issues therein entailed, as well as
moral and legal considerations. If you
are interested in gaining further insight
into the death penalty, I highly suggest
this publication.
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A Red Court?

a sense of balance on a number of
issues, especially social issues, by
Before the political parties
getting liberal votes from four of the
become so largely recognized by their
Republican appointed justices. In fact
color code, it was the Republican
if Roe v. Wade were used as a litmus
Party's "Contract with America" that
test for the political leanings of the
had been one of the best-known
Court, the current court would likely
identifiers for the party. It was in 1994 reaffirm the decision in Roe by a 6that the term, and the promises behind 3 margin. To illustrate the point we
it; succeeded in helping the Newt
can look back to Planned Parenthood
Gingrich-led Republicans take control
v. Casey, when the court last visited
. of Congress. The Republican Party.has abortion rights. The case was brought
had little reason to look back since.
as a challenge to restrictions on
Today, Republicans can claim a second abortions put in place by Pennsylvania
term president elected by the largest
lawmakers in 1989. The Court
popular vote ever, a solid majority
found the Pennsylvania restrictions
in both houses of Congress, and a
contrary to the national abortion rights
majority of the state Governors.
established in Roe by a 5-1 margin. At
Where this wave of Republican
that point the composition of the Court
red has yet to touch is the Supreme
had all but two of the current Justices
Court. That appears ready to change
and the only changes since then have ·
with four justices over age 70 and
been the two Clinton nominees, which
the ailing 80 year old Chief Justice
gave abortion rights advocates one
Rehnquist, believed close to retirement. more vote.
Justice John Paul Stevens is the
As our current court has
other octogenarian at age 84, and he
revealed, the political pedigree of a
is another noticeable candidate for
justice has not been a good indicator
retirement. Indeed, there may be a
for how a justice will act on the
few seats opening as Justice Clarence
bench. One could argue that this
Thomas, at age 58, is the only nonis because the Senate confirmation
senior citizen on the court.
process has kept partisan candidates
However there is question as to
from making their way on the court.
whether another Republican justice,
Historically, out of the 148 Supreme
much less one that merely takes the
Court nominees to come before the
spot of a steadfast Republican, will
Senate, 27 nominees, or 18%, have
change how the.court operates. The
been rejected. Compare that to cabinet
current court consists of two Justices
nominees where only 9 of more than
appointed by President-Clinton, with
700 have been rejected and it is clear
the remaining seven appointed by
that the Senate does not hesitate
Republican presidents. In spite of
to wield its power when lifetime
the Republican dominated bench,
appointments are at stake. In addition
the Rehnquist Court has maintained
to a Senate majority's power to reject

Rip, Continud from Page 1

with a price tag. The license fee varies
depending on how m-qch of the song
commentary and/ or criticism, however you want to use and whose music it is.
esoteric. The court freely admits it
The court is confident that the market
does not understand the technology
will keep the price of licensing within
driving the sampling phenomenon, is
bounds. Maybe the judges forgot we
it possible it does not understand the
live in a capitalist society. The court
artistic genres affected as well?
failed to take into account the great
The court cites ease of
potential for disparate bargaining
enforcement of the bright line rule in
power between parties. James Brown's
support of its decision, and claims to
label has an entire department devoted
see no conflict with the underlying
to just listening for samples of his
purpose of Copyright, no potential
music in newly released songs. A band
stifling of creativity.
that begged the local Guitar Center
Many disagree. A music
to play the CD it burned at home
activism group, Downhill Battle
simply cannot compete. We may be
(http:/ /www.downshillbattle.org/)
legislating a music industry where the
is encouraging people to remix the
cost of sampling can only be borne by
controversial sample from Funkadelic
previously commercially successful
to draw attention to the court ruling,
artists.
which requires all musicians to get
There are solutions proposed
permission before sampling any music- which approach a tenable compromise.
even if it would be unrecognizable in
Compulsory licensing schemes, like
the new work. The project, 3 Notes
the one in place for cover songs, are
and Runnin, is encouraging people
one such answer. A provision in the
to submit 30-second songs created
act removes certain rights from the
from the 1.5 second sample that was
copyright owner's exclusive control
the focus of the lawsuit. The protest's
and substitutes a compulsory licensing
organizers want people to reevaluate
scheme where certain uses of the
how sampling is perceived and ·treated
work are permitted so long as the user
in a legal and commercial context.
complies with statutory formalities
Many don't see a problem if all we and pays specified fees. You can
have to do is get permission first . Such create and sell a cover, as long as you
permission, however, usually comes

Feb1uaIT 2005
a nominee, a minority in the Senate
even has the power to block a nominee
via a filibuster. Under current Senate
procedures, it takes 60 votes to end a
filibuster and move to a vote.
"The interesting question
becomes whether the Republicans in
the Senate will amend Senate rules
to abolish the filibuster for voting on
judicial nominees," advised Lawrence
Claus, Professor of Constitutional
Law. The current Senate rules
define themselves as amendable only
by a vote of 67 Senators. However
Professor Claus points out, "The
Senate that's just bee n elected c a n
determine its rules of proceedings,
and as the Constitution does not
specify a super majority for doing
so, the Senate may do so by simple
majority, notwithstanding attempts b y
past Senates to entrench these rules
with super majority requirements for
amendment." To find otherwise would
allow past Senates to hold power from
the grave. This option to change the
rules has been dubbed by some as the
"nuclear option", having the potential
to ignite partisan battles in the Senate.
Even beyond those partisan concerns,
many Senators on both sides disfavor
any change because of the power th a t
a filibuster affords individual Sena tors .
So while President Bush has the
potential to nominate a few candidates,
he will be losing at least one staunch
ally in Rhenquist and, absent a change
in the Senate rules, the threat of a
filibuster is expected to moderate any
potential candidates. The Court m ay
not turn more red after all.

pay the original artist eight cents for
every copy you sell. The prevalence
of music sampling has even spawned
firms dedicated just to getting sample
clearance. Armed with knowledge
about the going rate for samples, these
clearance houses do the legwork for
you, including tracking down exactly
who owns certain copyrights.
While I've heard some describe
sampling as mere laziness, others view
it as a subversion of old models of
authorship and creativity. All you need
nowadays is a home computer and
some of the new software programs
to do a little home remixing. Brain
surgery it is not. Remixes permeate
pop culture, and provide a creative
vehicle for responding to it as well.
Recontextualizing recognizable cultural
references can create a provocative
dialogue across time and genre and
unfettered by large production costs.
Art has always borrowed from
what has come before and from the
world at large. For every song we
prevent from being created, how many
other works which would have built on
or borrowed from that work are we also
precluding? Hopefully other courts will
conceive a more nuanced legal analysis
and solution that facilitates rather
than stifles sampling culture.
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Wood, Continued from Page 6

in what those 55 guys did back 225
turned into a much too capitalist,
years ago. It's the ongoing common
money-making, individualistic helter"Mistrust became the source
sense of the American people."
skelter world. It was much too
of American democracy.. . the key
Americans, he said, have come
democratic, much too crazy for their
to democracy," he said. "Only by
to grips with the terms that there are
taste. You almost had the sense that
conceiving of sovereignty as remaining really only two groups of people who
if they'd had to do it over again, they
with the people could Americans
even claim to be truly disinterested any might have changed their minds."
make sense of their constitutional
longer.
Wood was more optimistic about
achievements."
"The first group is judges," he
America's immigration situation.
Ten University of San Diego
said. "Can anybody guess what the
"We're in very good shape
law students had the opportunity to
second is?" I cringe in anticipation
because we are a society that can
talk with Wood in a more intimate
that he or someone else would say
absorb immigrants relatively easily,''
setting on the following morning, when journalists.'
said Wood. "The French cannot. The
he hosted an informal question and
"Sports umpires," he finally says, Brits cannot. The Germans cannot.
answer session in Warren Hall's faculty and the student audience burst into
They have never had the kind of
reading room.
laughter. "Sports are the last refuge of immigration that we have. And they
One of the first topics discussed
disinterestedness."
are having real problems and they
was the return of Gerrymandering.
Along with American
don't know how to deal with that.
"I think it's a major problem
Constitutional history, Wood had a
You've got to have something that
how state legislatures re-appoint
great deal to say about contemporary
holds you together. It can't just be
themselves at the end of every census," America.
McDonaids ."
said Wood. "And, as it stands now,
"We exaggerated this terrorist
Wood said that perhaps we
most federal congressional seats are
threat more than we should have," he
can't blame America's founders for the
not contested."
said. "Our response to 9 / 11 was all
things they got wrong.
"There is this tradition of
out of proportion to the actual event.
"To expect the eighteenth
fairness and proportionality which,
I'm not minimizing the loss of three
century to have absolved our
I think, will be used and has been
thousand people, but you want to act
contemporary problems is asking
used against those who would create
maturely and not lose your head. Our more than any present can ask of
Gerrymandered districts, but there's
overreaction has really cost us a lot.
the past,'' he said. "The future may
no doubt that this problem is creeping We've had deprivation of individual and
be condemning us for all kinds of
back in," he said. "Populations move
civil rights."
things that we're not aware of. We 're
and change and we can only hope that
On Iraq, he suggested that we
complicit in all kinds of crimes, but we
the political system isn't fast enough to couldn't possibly predict the future
think we're great."
manipulate things that much."
with any accuracy.
For Wood, the continuing
Turning the conversation back
"History doesn't allow you to
strength of America is due mostly to its
to the Constitution, Wood said that
predict the future,'' he said. "Most
citizens.
Americans had originally thought
thing sin the world happen in an
"We were a terribly ungovernable
that a majority-rules, democratic
unanticipated fashion. Most of the
people, anti-authoritarian. That was
form of government would have been
framers were disillusioned by the world our tradition, and maybe it still is."
inherently fair.
they created. They th~ught America
"But, between 1776 and 1786,
many of the leaders like Adams
and Madison came to realize that
democratic despotism is quite
possible," said Wood. "Majorities can
be tyrannical. That was a kind of eyeopening, shattering experience for the
revolutionaries. It created a real crisis,
because in a republican government,
what else is _there but the majority?"
But, it wasn't all so egalitarian,
according to Wood.
"The generation of the Founders
was unusual. They didn't campaign
for office. The constitutional
convention was a self-created body
- nobody elected these people. They
came to politics with a traditional
sense of what we would call elitism,"
Wood said. "They were unabashed
elitists. They thought of themselves as
being a kind of natural aristocracy."
Wood was critical of the idea
that a constitutional 'intent' can be
determined.
"Original intent is a fiction
that is circumscribing and limiting,"
he said, "a constructed notion that
lawyers and jurists work with. How
are you going to know which intentions
ALL USD LAW STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO
to use? You've got so many yarious
PARTICIPATE
intentions at work that I think it would
be difficult to talk about intent in any
(1
2L, 3L, 4L, LLM)
historical sense."
Wood said that Americans tend
to idealize the Founders.
SOME PARTICIPANTS WILL BE INVITED TO JOIN
"We elevate them to the status
of demigods. I wouldn't put a lot of
THE USD NATIONAL MOCK TRIAL -TEAM
emphasis on the Founders. The
success of our constitution doesn't lie
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Across

1. Acad. runnerup, Abbr.

56. Code name
Rembrandt
58. Kon Tiki

4. Kooky

59. What person

8 . _Hope

61. Dlr. fees, abbr.

11. Health agency, 63.Chuck
abbr.
64. Regret
14. Mature
66. Cheer
15. UN flight org.
16. Water: Fr.
17. Impart
19. Past-time for
war buffs
22. Rogue in "X2"
23. Overruns
24. Gidget
25. Ferris in
"Little Darlings"
26. Outfitted
27. Timely

4:2

68. Story
70. Noose of
"Snitch"
74. Temblors
77. Aleera of "Van
Helsing"
78. And so forth,
abbr.
79. Beneficiary
80. Miss
Hardbroom in
"The Worst Witch"

n

81. Peripatetic

29. Epithet
30. Unwanted
picnic guest
31. Admin. rule

83. Additional
84. River: Spanish
85. Whit

32. Velocity
measure

86. Half an em

34. Desiccate

88. Decade

36. Owns

89. Prayer close

38. Land unit

90. Sodium
hydroxide

42. Acrylic fiber

87. Rock

44. Derriere

Down
46. Drive obliquely
(as in carpentry)
1. Hindu dresses
2. Handler

49. Optimistic

3. The "Bad" in
''The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly"

53. Turkey trot
55. Buddy

25. Ace

4 7. Roe, singular

Mediterranean

7. Gobbler

27. Go-ahead

70. Skin prefix

8. Under
9. Wrote "We Were
the Mulvaney's"

28. "Citizen Kane"
Director
32. Drive

50. End post (as
in carpentry)

10. Coach

33. Stadium

11. Directed
"Rescue From
Gilligan's Island"

35.

12. Brightest star
in Cygnus

48. Nexus in golf
52. Gas

6. Cellulites

4. Crown
5. Deferred

13. Part of a
history
18. Valley

Macchio

51. Regis' former
cohost
54. Brace (as in
carpentry)

71. Author T.S.
72. Black:
Spanish
73. Spooky

37. Leaning

57. Heart
chamber

39. Drill rod

60. Speech

40. 100 sens:
Cambodia

62. Elizabeth of
"Beneath Loch
Ness"

81. Creative
activity

65. America

82. Cassandra on
"Wayne's World"

41. Santa's
helpers
20. Arizona native? 43 · Negative
45. Douse
21. Paradise

67. Curves

75. Bully
76. Perceive
79. Hover

69. Arm of

November Solution

PUZZLED PASSAGES
QUOTATION

WNTRSRHTP

In the example above, the letter " R" is properly decrypted with "T"; similarly, "T"
properly becomes "O". Find the proper letters to decrypt the puzzle. By Jeremy Cowan

© 2004

FTD

NWEDR

USVLDER

CUGQAD ER , ADXSGRD
FTD'R

NSTJR

FMM

SR

FTD

FTD

VSTOR

OND ADSROUL

SQSTJS

NWEDR
O F HDD C

JESWTR.

--

X EFRR

ANSWER TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE: WHERE THERE IS HUNGER, LAW
IS NOT REGARDED; AND WHERE LAW IS NOT REGARDED, THERE WILL BE
HUNGER. -- BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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